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Study social procurement at the
University of Melbourne
What is social procurement?
Increasingly, both government and
non-government organisations are
demanding that purchasing and
commissioning around major
projects creates social value and
drives sustainable outcomes for
communities. This practice is called
social procurement.

Why study social procurement?
Procurement professionals play a
vital role in ensuring government
spending is delivered efficiently and
creates public value. Equipping
procurement professionals with skills
and capabilities in social
procurement enables organisations
to meet their economic and social
policy objectives.
As more governments implement
social and sustainable procurement
policies and frameworks,
professionals in the public, social
enterprise and private sectors who
receive government contracts need
the tools to navigate the policy and
regulatory context and strategies to
implement social procurement
effectively.

Social procurement at
Melbourne School of
Government
Melbourne School of Government’s
Social Procurement MicroCerts are
the first university-accredited
certificates in the discipline of social
procurement.
These certifications are designed to
provide postgraduate-level learning
tailored to the needs of public sector,
non-government and private sector
professionals.
Our MicroCerts have been developed
in consultation with a range of
government, corporate and not-forprofit organisations working in the
field of procurement to ensure the
course provides learning outcomes
that meet real-world needs.

What MicroCerts are on offer?
• Foundations of Social
Procurement
• Strategic Social Procurement
• Social Procurement
Implementation*
• Measuring the impact of social
procurement*
*in development

For more information, visit government.unimelb.edu.au

Foundations of Social Procurement
is for professionals involved in
procurement and supply chain
management, in either government
or non-government settings, who
want to upskill in the area of social
procurement.
Strategic Social Procurement
extends on Foundations of Social
Procurement by applying the
concepts, theories and policies
examined, in the context of several
priority social procurement areas.
Taught by leading experts from the
University and the procurement
industry, this highly flexible
Melbourne MicroCert will be
delivered online with one face-to-face
component on campus or through
remote learning.

Melbourne School of Government’s Social Procurement
MicroCerts are the first university-accredited certificates in the
discipline of social procurement.
What people from the industry
are saying

About Melbourne School of
Government

Social procurement is an exciting shift
in the way businesses and
governments spend their money. It
opens up enormous potential to create
social impact through everyday
purchases of goods and services.
Anyone wanting to take procurement
to the next step will benefit from a
deep understanding of what is driving
this trend and how to unleash its
potential.

Melbourne School of Government is
an interdisciplinary school,
harnessing the resources of the
University of Melbourne to deliver
innovative graduate programs
specialising in public administration,
research focusing on emerging and
challenging policy domains,
executive education tailored to the
needs of industry, and unique public
engagement programs that make a
genuine impact on public life in
Australia.

Lisa Boothby, Executive Director,
Market Development - Social
Traders

Scott Buckland, Executive GM,
Social Enterprises - Knoxbrooke

Dr Warren Staples is Lecturer in
Social Procurement at Melbourne
School of Government. Warren's
research interests focus on public
and social procurement, specifically
the application and assessment of
social procurement and value for
money criteria by public sector
managers working on construction
and infrastructure projects.

Our experts

As a well-established social enterprise,
Knoxbrooke is seeing significant
commercial opportunities open up
that result in more employment hours,
more training opportunities and reallife changes being achieved through
the power of social procurement. But
there is still so much more to do. We
see courses like the MicroCert being
offered by Melbourne University as
another significant step forward to
create awareness, skill and leadership
to continue the journey.

markets and the intersection
between state-based regulation and
corporate governance.

Connect with us
Professor John Howe is Director of
Melbourne School of Government.
His research interests include labour
market policy and regulation,
regulatory design, and corporate
social responsibility. He has written
extensively on the role of the state in
regulating employment and labour
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